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The University Press of Kentucky. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Mommy Goose:
Rhymes from the Mountains, Charles M. Norris, Minnie Adkins, Playing hopscotch in the schoolyard
or hide-and-seek in the woods, Appalachian children once recited traditional nursery rhymes from
memory. As kids do, they frequently altered the original rhymes, making them even more colorful in
the process. In Mommy Goose: Rhymes from the Mountains, author Mike Norris honors this special
piece of American heritage with a one-of-a-kind collection of fifty original nursery rhymes
celebrating Appalachian tradition and speech. Illustrated with art-quality photographs of more
than one hundred new hand-carved and -painted works by renowned folk artist Minnie Adkins, this
enchanting book introduces readers of all ages to the whimsical world of Mommy Goose and shares
her love of the rare music of Appalachian speech and of words in general. Mommy Goose is
designed to engage young children with a series of simple and often humorous verses that
gradually become more challenging as the book progresses. Readers can advance to longer, more
complex rhymes as their skills develop - at home or with the guidance of teachers. Featuring sheet
music for the original song "Tell me, Mommy Goose," this multidimensional...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV

Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er-- Per r y Reing er
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